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Abstract: Globalization and advances in information and communication technologies have boosted the use of Horizontal Cooperation (HC) practices in many industry sectors. In the current international market, these ‘alliances’ become especially relevant for small and medium organizations, which are forced to compete with large-scale corporations. This paper analyzes benefits and challenges of HC practices in three service sectors that are critical for most developed and emerging countries: Internet-based higher education, computational logistics and transportation and telecommunication services. The paper discusses the role of HC to benefit from economies of scale and reduce costs, improve quality of service and become more environmentally friendly. Hence, by using HC firms not only increase their competitiveness and extend their markets but, in addition, they also promote social responsiveness actions.
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Introduction

In our global economy, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) need to continuously innovate in services and strategies to be more competitive and meet their customers’ expectations in terms of service level and quality. Information and communication technologies, such as the Internet and the use of cloud computing or web-based information systems, allow SMEs to establish cooperation alliances that benefit from economies of scale, thus reducing their operating cost and becoming more efficient and competitive. Hence, SMEs can develop Horizontal Cooperation (HC) practices with other partners located at the same stage of the supply chain (Bahinipati et al., 2009). The cooperating partners sharing information, resources and/or facilities can be either competitors or companies offering different types of services in the same or different markets. The main purpose of HC is then to reduce their operating costs while improving the quality of service they offer. However, HC can also have positive effects (externalities) over the environmental impact of some industries. As pointed out by Özer and Ergun (2008), trust issues take an important role in HC. Typically, lack of trust in other partners is the main obstacle to overcome before implementing this praxis.

The computation complexity of quantifying the economic benefits derived from HC is an additional obstacle, as well as the difficulty in reaching an agreement on how to redistribute these benefits among the different partners. In practically any field, HC can lead to economic benefits due to sharing risk, making cost savings, increasing investments, pooling know-how, enhancing product quality and variety and launching innovation faster. In contrast, HC can lead to competition problems where it causes negative market effects with respect to prices, output, innovation or the variety and quality of products. In general, when applying HC, the substantial clauses of the agreement between companies may include policies regarding pricing, production and distribution. The agreement may also include sharing of information regarding the products and the market. Sometimes, HC agreements can violate the antitrust laws because these agreements may include clauses that restrict competition. This can change market dynamics in ways that can lead to higher prices, fewer or lower quality goods or services, or even less innovation. However, the Federal Trade Commission (2010) has developed the “Horizontal Merger Guidelines” that set out the agencies’ analytical framework and provides many specific examples of how HC principles should be applied.
The contents of this paper are organized as follows: HC opportunities in the Internet-based higher education sector are analyzed first; then, reviews on HC actions in the logistics and transportation sector are described; next, a similar analysis is completed for HC options in the telecommunication sector; at this point, some common patterns in the three sectors are identified and discussed; finally, the main conclusions of this work are highlighted.

**HC in Internet-Based Higher Education**

Computers and the Internet are transforming the way higher education is delivered in most universities worldwide. These tools allow for new cooperation opportunities among different institutions and countries. HC in higher education follows a rather complex multilateral pattern that involves knowledge exchange. For this reason, it is important to explicitly establish who possesses what information, in what format, how to access it in a timely manner and how to share it effectively. HC can be nonhierarchical and may involve multiple stakeholders across multiple levels, seeking to create new partnerships and promote collaboration, including south-south exchanges (Engel et al., 2014). Moreover, it contributes to the development of new communities of practice and Internet-based networks, which allow educational stakeholders to engage, interact and exchange information in a cost-effective way. Finally, we distinguish different modalities of HC: online and blended/on-site cooperation, as well as cooperation that involves two parties (bidirectional) or multiple parties (multidirectional). HC in education aims at developing mechanisms that enhance communication, as well as collaboration, in common tasks and projects among partners that belong to developed and less developed countries. It consists in working on common problems to find globally accepted solutions, whereas each partner learns by sharing its experience to each other in a smoother and more efficient way during all the different development phases. HC practices related to Internet-based higher education have started to appear all over the world. Figure 1 illustrates an example of such an experience in which two universities from different regions offer a joint degree online to students all around the world.

In the American continent, there has been an initial effort in Brazil at the graduate education level. Thus, Morosini (2011) considered sources from several institutional reports to analyze studies about bilateral and multilateral agreements, foreigners with scholarship in the country and Brazilians with scholarship in other countries. The results showed the coexistence of two internationalization models: the predominance of the traditional international cooperation, based on competition and collocation in the globalized labor market and the tendency of the horizontal international model, based on the international awareness and the willingness to strengthen the endogenous scientific capacity of the weakest members. Daniel (2012) describes how Brazilian academy training achieved to fulfill its needs through the establishment of a state policy that let Brazilian students circulate all around the world.

![Fig. 1: An example of HC action in Internet-based higher education](image-url)
Moreover, Brazil gained several thousands of international students, especially from South America and sub-Saharan Africa, who wanted to carry out undergraduate and graduate training, by investing a great amount of resources. Therefore, this kind of cooperation not only achieved to strengthen ties with other developing countries in the south, but also established relationships which can be characterized more egalitarian than those between south and north countries. The analysis of this south to south migration showed that there may be complex and dynamic ways to control and influence international relations that lead to successful HC experiences. Rosen and Vilela (2011) define Horizontal Cooperation in Teacher Education (HCTE) as a theory of instructor professional development that applies HC systems to his/her professionalization field. They suggest that HCTE occurs when two or more educational stakeholder organizations, involved in the preparation of classroom teachers, form a cooperative association to share resources, increase teachers’ preparation effectiveness and/or improve collective responsiveness to local or global educational challenges. Successful HC experiences are then supported by three systems: a shared leadership system, a knowledge exchange system and a capacity building system. These systems are designed to be used by leaders who are experts and are willing to offer their experience and knowledge to others. The whole system should be flexible and enable the exchange of roles of leadership and collaboration. Engel et al. (2014) analyzed how teachers can play an important role in enhancing quality education in the Caribbean and Latin America. They examined how new forms of multilateral education policy circulation and regional HC strategies have guided teacher education and professional development, leading to enhance both educational equity and quality.

Moving to the Asian continent, we can identify a few efforts related to HC experiences in higher education. These are based on education development projects, such as the south-south cooperation of the Korea International Cooperation Agency in Bangladesh, which aimed to build horizontal partnerships with shared ownership and mutual accountability and the Japan International Cooperation Agency. The later explored all education levels starting from primary education to university, including adult classes and contributed to improve education standards for both students and teachers throughout Africa. Another example of HC system in higher education is presented from an Asian-African point of view. King (2014) examines the 20+20 project, which linked twenty colleges or universities in China with an equivalent number in Africa. The study explored several programs that involved short- and long-term training of Africans in stand-alone projects and Confucius institutes in China, which shows that China really invested in human resource development in African higher education. It distinguishes the way China achieves to stay stable and on an apparently symmetrical status, when providing educational aid that contributes to common good and mutual benefit, though this financial participation is in fact unilateral. The success of China in this matter has been established by the fact that China was able to convince Kenya and other countries in Africa, that it was not going to take advantage of this situation. On the contrary, it aimed to function under a scheme of mutual respect, as a partner whose only goal was to contribute to others’ development (Amutabi, 2013). As King (2014) state, the term ‘mutual’ predominates in both benefit and respect, as the result from the collaboration among administrators and academics in this partnership.

In Europe, HC in Internet-based higher education has been in an advantageous position due to an easier availability of financial and technological resources, research programs and a more privileged access to information networks. However, a challenge still remains at the level where HC should be structured on networks and community spaces that work in collaboration without losing their respective institutional identities. Most importantly, universities, either public or private, should emphasize public service. That is, university autonomy and cooperation should focus on the social endeavor of the university (Allen et al., 2012). The European Union established a horizontal policy, called Erasmus Mundus, with the aim to reinforce intercultural relations with third countries as well as to further improve the quality of knowledge-based economy of European countries. A study conducted by Guijarro et al. (2009) evaluated twelve Erasmus Mundus Master courses all round Europe and revealed an influencing impact on the quality of HC among higher education institutes. One of its main benefits has been to give a unique opportunity to many higher education departments to get to know the way students from third-countries work and thus be able to adapt their administrative policies and tasks in order to help these students in a more effective way. The Erasmus Mundus program has also been seen by Australian academy as an important means for achieving and consolidating academic excellence in higher education, as well as for promoting and enhancing collaboration with European institutions. Erasmus Mundus has also supported the ACCESS project (ACCESS, 2010), which involved horizontal cooperation between higher education institutions from South East Asia (SEA) and Europe. Its aim was to promote and build a common higher education area between SEA and EU to promote dialogue that could help European institutions to understand the way SEA higher education members perceive the European higher education system, thus promoting more effective collaborative structures among them.

Another dimension in international cooperation is provided by a study on internationalization in higher education in the Nordic countries (Maassen et al., 2005). This study includes 9 higher education institutions in
Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland and Iceland. It analyzes how the growing “economization” and “marketization” of society has influenced both the internationalization strategies of higher education institutions and their academic goals. Furthermore, these authors presented several policy recommendations to support and increase the Nordic cooperation in higher education. A further example of HC system in higher education is provided by the Nordplus Higher Education Program (NORDPLUS, 2014), which concerns only the Nordic and Baltic countries and includes both bachelor and master levels. Under this HC program, higher education institutions can cooperate with other organizations building different types of activities, such as conferences, seminars, workshops, development of learning materials, course construction, exploitation and dissemination of educational experiences and learning outcomes. Finally, Guri-Rosenblit (2005) highlights how European universities may individually strive to achieve international recognition for high-quality studies, attract better students, provide mobilization facilities to their faculty members, etc. In contrast, they show an increasing willingness to collaborate both in research, through conducting collaborative research projects and preparing doctoral students and in teaching, through students’ mobility, quality assurance mechanisms, more homogeneous and articulated degree systems, joint master degrees, etc.

**HC in Logistics and Transportation**

HC practices among transportation carriers allows reducing empty backhauls –i.e., return trips without cargo, which represent a noticeable amount of transportation activities in regions such as Europe and China. As highlighted by Bayliss et al. (2012), in some of these regions there are regulations that aim at promoting HC by allowing carriers to pick up cargo in foreign countries, thus avoiding empty backhauls during the returning trip home. Figure 2 illustrates an example of HC in which two warehouses (from different companies) share vehicles and optimize routing plans to avoid empty backhauls.

Peetijade and Bangviwat (2012) analyzed a case on HC in Thailand. Their work shows the existence of a large percentage of empty backhauls, which implies unnecessary emission of gasses and, of course, the existence of inefficiencies in the transportation system. As their study shows, traffic congestion and pollution would greatly benefit from horizontal cooperation practices. In countries such as the USA or Germany, HC is growing in popularity among transportation carriers, since it is seen as a way to offer better services to customers (Schmoltzi and Wallenburg, 2011).

![Fig. 2: An example of HC action in computational logistics to avoid empty backhauls by sharing routing plans](image-url)
Likewise, most governments in developed countries are promoting HC experiences as a way to improve not only competitiveness but also environmental sustainability among enterprises in the transportation and logistics sector. In effect, transportation activities account for a large percentage of greenhouse gas emissions in most developed regions. HC in the transportation and logistics industry not only can contribute to reduce operating costs –thus increasing competitiveness of partners–, but it can also be an effective measure to reduce the environmental impact of transportation activities. This goal is indirectly attained by making a more efficient use of the existing resources, e.g.: by eliminating unnecessary trips throughout backhauling strategies and by optimizing routing plans. Hence, some authors consider HC as one of the most effective strategies to promote environmentally friendly transportation activities (Dekker et al., 2012).

One of the first works on HC in this field is due to Caputo and Mininni (1996), who propose policies related to the use of standardized electronic documents, standardized containers and pallets, coordinated routing plans, merging of different suppliers (consolidation) before the delivery process, etc. Özener et al. (2011) have extensively analyzed both consolidation and coordinated scheduling issues in HC practices. Hagueback and Segerstedt (2004) discuss a real-life case involving HC in rural areas. In some cases, independent carriers might be also interested in cooperating (joining resources) to bid for large-scale truckload shipments. These cooperative efforts show some degree of decentralized or distributed planning, with limited information sharing among partners to guarantee confidentiality of sensitive information (Dai and Chen, 2014). How to allocate both costs and benefits among the transportation partners is one of the main topics in the HC literature (Dai and Chen, 2012). Profit margins of freight carriers due to HC, as well as ways to redistribute these profits, are analyzed in Krajewksa et al. (2008). Decision support systems designed to promote HC among enterprises in the transportation sector are introduced in Naesens et al. (2009) and Dahl and Derigs (2011).

Liu et al. (2010) describe some HC experiences in road transportation. In these cases, synergies arise among the cooperating partners, including direct benefits such as: increase in service quality and geographic coverage, reduction of delivery times, etc. As noticed by Lyons et al. (2012), transportation activities constitute complex decision-making problems along the supply chain, i.e., from the supplier of raw materials to the final customers. Decision making in a supply chain not only includes transportation issues, but also other logistics issues that interact with the transportation ones, e.g., the use of a single-echelon or a multi-echelon approach, inventory management, location of warehouses and distribution centers, etc. Therefore, a computational approach based on the use of intelligent algorithms is required to support these decision-making processes. Hence the term “computational logistics”. In fact, many relevant works on HC in transportation and logistics are strongly related to the development of optimization algorithms, e.g.: Cruissens et al. (2010) or Anand and Bahinipati (2012), just to name a few examples. Most of these works include several versions of pick-up and delivery problems, where carriers cooperate with each other in order to improve the global efficiency of the delivery and collecting process. Zhou and Wang (2015) also explore similar problems in a realistic environment where several enterprises deliver their products from the same depot and share their trucks to satisfy their customers’ demands. Their study shows the impact of cooperation among these enterprises by considering a global Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) instead of several individual VRPs. Similar problems and solving approaches are described in Pérez-Bernabeu et al. (2015) and Quintero-Araujo et al. (2017).

HC in Telecommunication Services

This section examines HC actions among similar and usually competing, telecommunication companies (telecoms). Cooperation in the telecommunications field can be either enforced by governments or voluntarily adopted by the telecoms. Governments regulate the telecommunications market for the benefit of society, citizens, public organizations and other private sector companies (OECD, 2014). For example, governments regulate the spectrum. In order to transmit information, telecoms may share the spectrum either geographically (different telecoms use the same frequencies at different locations) or temporarily (different telecoms use different frequencies in the same area). In parallel, telecoms form voluntarily alliances to mutually exploit their resources, infrastructure, technology, expertise and markets (Yami and Nemeh, 2014). These companies must provide to their customers the ability to communicate among themselves as well with customers of other telecoms. Therefore, from the very nature of the telecommunications field, the telecoms must interconnect their networks. Thus, a first type of HC already exists. In addition, telecoms should cooperate to manage their networks and provide services to their customers. For example, they must cooperate for synchronization, naming, addressing, information (e.g., data, voice, multimedia) transmission, roaming, etc. In fact, sharing was one of the main reasons for the development of telecommunication networks (Fig. 3). Various users, machines and applications share the network resources, e.g., spectrum, channels, antennas and routers in order to achieve their goals (Fathi, 2015). Also, for decades telecoms were sharing satellites and submarine communication cables. Since the start of the telecommunications deregulation in the 1980s, new entrants appeared which exploited several models of network sharing, such as: roaming, site sharing, ducks and optical fibers. However, the real explosion of network sharing agreements started about twenty years ago. Recently, there is an explosion of network sharing agreements among telecoms, especially in Europe.
Network sharing is also attractive for covering large geographical areas with low population density like Africa or Brazil. The network resources that companies usually share in their horizontal cooperation systems include passive components (e.g., space, buildings, shelters, poles, towers, electric supply, ducts, or trenches) and active components (e.g., base stations, microwave radio access equipment, antennas, or switches). Currently the most commonly shared infrastructure among telecoms is passive infrastructure, as it is easier to contract its set-up and maintenance. Passive infrastructure sharing started with mobile phone towers.

Usually, telecoms in emerging/developing markets adopt passive sharing to widen coverage and increase capacity. Telecoms in mature markets adopt active sharing to optimize access transmission (Meddour et al., 2011), which is a more complex process. The levels at which telecoms can cooperate depends on the components they share. These levels can be combined in telecoms’ agreements. They are listed below in increasing-complexity order:

1. **Passive site sharing** is the easiest and most commonly implemented form of network sharing. The telecoms share a site (e.g., physical space, ground, rooftop, shed, or cabinet), where each one installs its own equipment separately from that of the other. However, they may also decide to share support equipment such as shelters, power supply, battery back-up, air-conditioning, lighting, security, alarms, fire extinguishers, etc. This can happen on a site-by-site basis.

2. **Passive mast or tower sharing**. Each operator installs its own antennas on a shared tower. This can happen on a tower-by-tower basis.

3. **Radio access network sharing**. Cooperation here involves the sharing of all access network equipment (antenna, feeder cable and transmission equipment) to the point of connection with the core network. At this interconnect point each telecom then splits out its traffic on its own core network. High cost saving can be achieved by removing duplicate equipment.

4. **Multi-operator Radio Access Network (RAN) sharing**. The telecoms also share the multi-radio base stations (base transceiver station, etc.) and possibly the radio network controllers and base station controllers. Each telecom maintains its own cell level parameters and only site level parameters are shared.

5. **Multi-operator core network sharing**, where in addition to equipment, the frequencies are shared. Usually it is not allowed be the regulator since spectrum is allocated to individual telecoms. The telecoms share site and cell level parameters. They can have shared RAN and own dedicated RAN.

6. **Gateway core network sharing**, where RAN and core network elements such as the mobile switching center are shared.

7. **Roaming-based sharing with shared RAN and gateway core**, where one telecom relies wholly on another telecom for coverage, but separate core networks are maintained. Thus, traffic from one telecom’s subscriber is being carried and routed on another telecom’s network.

Fig. 3: An example of HC action in telecommunication networks by sharing an existing network infrastructure
8. Roaming-based sharing with full network sharing, where each telecom separately works as a Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO). Each MVNO manages its own identification, authentication and billing information systems and shares the rest of the network.

The more degree of network sharing, the more complexity and interdependence of the telecoms. In the more sophisticated sharing forms, it is difficult to exit in case of a dispute between the telecoms. There are some problems that appear due to network sharing such as the disagreements on the objectives or decisions between telecoms, the establishment of network coverage and control indicating when operators should compete and when they can collaboratively share, etc. The main challenges in this area are analyzed in next section. To deal with most of them, telecoms should commit to transparency, clear agreements and willingness to cooperate and share. Otherwise, the network-sharing alliances run the risk of failure. Despite the drawbacks, several forces drive to network sharing. For instance: the emergence of regulatory obligations, the limited spectrum licenses, the need for affordable services, the need for coverage of rural and less populated areas, the limited funds and economic pressure, the high costs of building and operating networks, the difficulty for a new entrant to compete the incumbent, the increased customers’ requirements, the new mobile applications, regulatory authorities force telecoms to network sharing to cover rural and less populated areas. Second, passive sharing is a simple and popular type of collaboration. It is suitable both for densely populated areas with limited availability (e.g., underground subway tunnels) and for rural areas with high transmission, power and maintenance costs. While active sharing is a more complicated type of collaboration, roaming is simple and popular. Thirdly, telecoms usually prefer to create a new joint venture company that will build, operate and maintain their common infrastructure.

Common Challenges and Opportunities

Regardless of the sector, HC actions involve many benefits for the cooperating parties. However, previous research made evident several important issues that remain unsolved and need a more persuasive answer. In the field of Internet-based higher education, the opportunities can be summarized as follows. First, thanks to this cooperation there is a social and cultural development, so international or intercultural understanding rises. Second, the mobility and exchange of students and teachers contribute to a better curriculum development and promote teaching and research collaborations, leading to a higher knowledge production. This way, academic standards are needed and, by adopting them, a quality enhancement occurs. Finally, it is important to notice that HC experiences in this sector leads to an economic growth and to a raise in competitiveness. However, these opportunities in the higher education sector involve five main challenges: (i) coordination continues to be a complex issue in planning and implementation among all the actors taking part in international HC action and functioning at the same level –national, regional, local, etc.; setting up effective coordination mechanisms at horizontal level, mainly based on strategic institutional cooperation or knowledge creation (e.g., technical tools) is essential to improve performance in higher education policy making; (ii) issues of knowledge management demand ways to “formalize” the new knowledge produced, appropriately apply the new knowledge that is being circulated and adapt and personalize it to the local needs of each country; (iii) one should explore the type of “sound” policies that have to be developed in order to promote more effective teacher education and professional development; it is necessary to consider new international and regional frameworks in order to complement regional practices and policies, especially in the areas of quality credit transfer, assurance,
accreditation, recognition of qualifications and mobility of students; (iv) HC in higher education follows a rather complex multilateral or multidirectional pattern, involving multiple parties in both public and private sectors: the national and local governments and universities, citizens of local communities, companies, social and educational organizations, private educational enterprises and non-profit organizations; it becomes necessary for universities and their department of administrative and policy studies to avoid being closed and passive, as well as to make efforts to provide transparency and welcome cooperation from diverse parties; similarly, national and local governments should provide reforming solutions to their bureaucratic “sectionalism” for an organization-wide commitment to education; and (v) being in the Internet and knowledge-based society era, the latter is expected to play a very important role in promoting and strengthening horizontal cooperation in higher education; this passes from an “intelligent” as well as wider participation of society in education and vice-versa; for instance, a new integrated mechanism could be established to combine higher education with social education or bring universities much closer to the local communities through open and online lifelong learning programs.

In the field of the logistics and transportation, as extensively discussed in Crijssen et al. (2007) some of the main opportunities provided by HC experiences are: an increase in the company’s productivity for core activities, an improvement in the customer service due to the cooperative specialization and the complementary goods and services, a safeguard for companies in uncertain market conditions and an enhancement in their competitive position or market power. On the other hand, the main challenges can be summarized in four areas: (i) identifying the right partners; (ii) determining and dividing the gains; (iii) developing a successful negotiation process; and (iv) establishing an effective coordination schema by employing information and communication technologies. Regarding partners, the aforementioned authors distinguish: “the difference in interests, the difficulty in finding partners with whom to cooperate, the difficulty in finding a trusted party/person to lead the cooperation, the difficulty to distinguish oneself towards customers, the high coordination cost due to differences in operating procedures and the risk of losing clientele to competitors/partners”. In relation to the gains, it is clear the difficulty in determining the monetary benefits and establishing a fair allocation of the shared workload and the benefits. In the negotiation issue the disagreements over the domain of decisions or the unequal bargaining positions are very common. Finally, regarding coordination and information and communication technologies, the major challenges are the high indispensable costs, the high additional coordinating and controlling cost and the loss of control.

In the telecommunications industry, the cooperated telecoms achieve the following opportunities and benefits from horizontal cooperation. Firstly, there is a clear reduction of costs: costs of building, operating and maintaining their networks, costs and time of network roll-out and deployment and costs of network equipment purchase (collaborative procurement). Secondly, the network capacity and reliability increase, the network expansion into rural and less populated areas is possible and the adoption of new services appears. Consequently, the growing customer demands can be dealt with and the customer satisfaction increases (e.g., better quality, higher speeds, wider coverage, or higher reliability). Thirdly, regarding resources, the horizontal cooperation between telecoms avoids unnecessary duplications (e.g., digging, trenching, building shelters, towers, acquiring permits, or equipment) and enables more efficient resource utilization. Additionally, it makes possible the adoption of new technologies, as well innovative services and business models. Finally, some general benefits of the horizontal cooperation among telecoms are derived from the primitive collaboration. For example, they can share risks with respect to investment, technology, user demand, government decisions, etc. They can also improve their interoperability, compatibility and unification. On the other hand, the top challenges that telecoms face when approaching a partnership with what might be considered a competitor are summarized below (ERICSSON, 2010): (i) regarding the cultural alignment, stakeholder management and sponsorship, there must be a clear direction on how the different organizations will work with each other and what they aim to achieve; (ii) in relation to the network coverage and control, determining coverage areas plays an important role in order to establish when operators should compete and when they should collaboratively share to be able to compete better with others; (iii) regarding the program complexity and risk, the costs can be increased substantially due to slippages and scope changes in the program; thus, it is necessary to assess the key elements early and to mitigate risks within the program design; (iv) there are shareholder and cost pressures; thus, it becomes difficult to balance the maximization of financial benefits and the minimization of the impact on customers and competitive advantage; (v) it is important to consider the network growth, the economics of a significant traffic increase in the networks (e.g., due to mobile broadband and smartphones) might require from a smart combination of capacity increment and upgrades; (vi) the failure of major sharing arrangements can be just caused by not being able to reach agreement on asset valuation, particularly when a necessary aspect of the program is the pooling of assets within a joint venture; (vii) especially when consolidation of existing coverage takes place, network sharing can be a complex undertaking; (viii) regarding vendor risk sharing, sophisticated risk/reward mechanisms are being more and more used throughout many companies so that the risk is shared between the parties; (ix) it is necessary to consider the regulation and
spectrum; hence, the depth and extent of what is possible and desirable to share can be determined by local competitiveness; in the past, European government bodies and regulators have rejected network sharing deals due to concern over competitiveness; and (x) market dynamics need to be considered, since the number of potential sharing partners is usually only three to five in each country.

Conclusion

We have analyzed the role of horizontal cooperation experiences in very different industry sectors which are strongly related to information and communication technologies, such as Internet-based higher education, computational logistics and transportation and telecommunication services. In all these sectors, horizontal cooperation strategies might imply an increase in competitiveness throughout reduction in operation costs, an increase in environmental or social responsiveness and an increase in customer satisfaction throughout a higher quality of service. Other expected outcomes of horizontal cooperation practices are: social and cultural developments, internationalization of small and medium enterprises (including R&D activities), a raise in infrastructure capacities and their reliability, a faster adoption of new technologies, a better access to external funding and financial markets, a reduced exposure to risk, etc. However, as analyzed in the paper, there are also several challenges that must be properly addressed in order to develop effective horizontal cooperation actions. In particular, one shared aspect among the different sectors that has been highlighted is the difficulty in identifying partners with whom to cooperate trustingly. For this reason, it is important to clarify the conditions for people to succeed when working together and clearly determine the responsibilities of each party, as well as to establish a fair mechanism to redistribute the economic or social benefits gained as a result of the cooperation. Hence, companies must balance between both benefits and drawbacks when they plan to develop horizontal cooperation actions. At the same time, they must always consider possible regulations in the area.
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